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Pioneers of Representation Theory: Frobenius, Burnside, Schur, and Brauer 1999 the ams history of mathematics series is one of the most popular items for
bookstore sales these books feature colorful attractive covers that are perfect for face out displays the topics will appeal to a broad audience in the mathematical and
scientific communities
The Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem in Historical Perspective 2006-03-30 the unpublished writings of helmut hasse consisting of letters manuscripts and other papers are
kept at the handschriftenabteilung of the university library at göttingen hasse had an extensive correspondence he liked to exchange mathematical ideas results and
methods freely with his colleagues there are more than 8000 documents preserved although not all of them are of equal mathematical interest searching through this
treasure can help us to assess the development of number theory through the 1920s and 1930s the present volume is largely based on the letters and other documents its
author has found concerning the brauer hasse noether theorem in the theory of algebras this covers the years around 1931 in addition to the documents from the literary
estates of hasse and brauer in göttingen the author also makes use of some letters from emmy noether to richard brauer that are preserved at the bryn mawr college library
pennsylvania usa
Rings, Hopf Algebras, and Brauer Groups 2020-09-30 based on papers presented at a recent international conference on algebra and algebraic geometry held jointly in
antwerp and brussels belgium presents both survey and research articles featuring new results from the intersection of algebra and geometry
A History of Mathematics in the United States and Canada 2022-07-28 this is the first truly comprehensive and thorough history of the development of a mathematical
community in the united states and canada this second volume starts at the turn of the twentieth century with a mathematical community that is firmly established and
traces its growth over the next forty years at the end of which the american mathematical community is pre eminent in the world in the preface to the first volume of this
work zitarelli reveals his animating philosophy i find that the human factor lends life and vitality to any subject history of mathematics in the zitarelli conception is not just a
collection of abstract ideas and their development it is a community of people and practices joining together to understand perpetuate and advance those ideas and each
other telling the story of mathematics means telling the stories of these people their accomplishments and triumphs the institutions and structures they built their
interpersonal and scientific interactions and their failures and shortcomings one of the most hopeful developments of the period 1900 1941 in american mathematics was
the opening of the community to previously excluded populations increasing numbers of women were welcomed into mathematics many of whom including anna pell
wheeler olive hazlett and mayme logsdon are profiled in these pages black mathematicians were often systemically excluded during this period but in spite of the obstacles
elbert frank cox dudley woodard david blackwell and others built careers of significant accomplishment that are described here the effect on the substantial community of
european immigrants is detailed through the stories of dozens of individuals in clear and compelling prose zitarelli dumbaugh and kennedy spin a tale accessible to experts
general readers and anyone interested in the history of science in north america
Presidential Transitions 1988 uses interviews and documents to show how eisenhower kennedy nixon carter and reagan set up their administrations looks at the politics of
appointments and identifies patterns in the establishment of new u s governments
The Brauer–Grothendieck Group 2021-07-30 this monograph provides a systematic treatment of the brauer group of schemes from the foundational work of
grothendieck to recent applications in arithmetic and algebraic geometry the importance of the cohomological brauer group for applications to diophantine equations and
algebraic geometry was discovered soon after this group was introduced by grothendieck the brauer manin obstruction plays a crucial role in the study of rational points on
varieties over global fields the birational invariance of the brauer group was recently used in a novel way to establish the irrationality of many new classes of algebraic
varieties the book covers the vast theory underpinning these and other applications intended as an introduction to cohomological methods in algebraic geometry most of
the book is accessible to readers with a knowledge of algebra algebraic geometry and algebraic number theory at graduate level much of the more advanced material is not
readily available in book form elsewhere notably de jong s proof of gabber s theorem the specialisation method and applications of the brauer group to rationality questions
an in depth study of the brauer manin obstruction and proof of the finiteness theorem for the brauer group of abelian varieties and k3 surfaces over finitely generated fields
the book surveys recent work but also gives detailed proofs of basic theorems maintaining a balance between general theory and concrete examples over half a century
after grothendieck s foundational seminars on the topic the brauer grothendieck group is a treatise that fills a longstanding gap in the literature providing researchers
including research students with a valuable reference on a central object of algebraic and arithmetic geometry
Introduction to Representation Theory 2011 very roughly speaking representation theory studies symmetry in linear spaces it is a beautiful mathematical subject which
has many applications ranging from number theory and combinatorics to geometry probability theory quantum mechanics and quantum field theory the goal of this book is
to give a holistic introduction to representation theory presenting it as a unified subject which studies representations of associative algebras and treating the representation
theories of groups lie algebras and quivers as special cases using this approach the book covers a number of standard topics in the representation theories of these
structures theoretical material in the book is supplemented by many problems and exercises which touch upon a lot of additional topics the more difficult exercises are
provided with hints the book is designed as a textbook for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students it should be accessible to students with a strong



background in linear algebra and a basic knowledge of abstract algebra
Modern Algebra and the Rise of Mathematical Structures 2012-12-06 this book describes two stages in the historical development of the notion of mathematical structures
first it traces its rise in the context of algebra from the mid 1800s to 1930 and then considers attempts to formulate elaborate theories after 1930 aimed at elucidating from
a purely mathematical perspective the precise meaning of this idea
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army 1961 the discipline of religion is a lively critical journey through religious
studies today looking at its recent growth as an academic discipline and its contemporary political and social meanings focusing on the differences between religious belief
and academic religious discourse russell t mccutcheon argues that the invention of religion as a discipline blurs the distinction between criticism and doctrine in its assertion
of the relevance of faith as a credible object of study in the leap from disciplinary criticism to avowal of actual cosmic and moral meaning schools of religious studies extend
their powers far beyond universities and into the everyday lives of those outside managing and curtailing specific types of speech and dissent
The Discipline of Religion 2003-12-08 the theory of semigroups is a relatively young branch of mathematics with most of the major results having appeared after the second
world war this book describes the evolution of algebraic semigroup theory from its earliest origins to the establishment of a full fledged theory semigroup theory might be
termed cold war mathematics because of the time during which it developed there were thriving schools on both sides of the iron curtain although the two sides were not
always able to communicate with each other or even gain access to the other s publications a major theme of this book is the comparison of the approaches to the subject of
mathematicians in east and west and the study of the extent to which contact between the two sides was possible
Mathematics across the Iron Curtain 2014-07-16 the year 1897 was marked by two important mathematical events the publication of the first paper on representations
of finite groups by ferdinand georg frobenius 1849 1917 and the appearance of the first treatise in english on the theory of finite groups by william burnside 1852 1927
burnside soon developed his own approach to representations of finite groups in the next few years working independently frobenius and burnside explored the new subject
and its applications to finite group theory they were soon joined in this enterprise by issai schur 1875 1941 and some years later by richard brauer 1901 1977 these
mathematicians pioneering research is the subject of this book it presents an account of the early history of representation theory through an analysis of the published work
of the principals and others with whom the principals work was interwoven also included are biographical sketches and enough mathematics to enable readers to follow the
development of the subject an introductory chapter contains some of the results involving characters of finite abelian groups by lagrange gauss and dirichlet which were
part of the mathematical tradition from which frobenius drew his inspiration this book presents the early history of an active branch of mathematics it includes enough detail
to enable readers to learn the mathematics along with the history the volume would be a suitable text for a course on representations of finite groups particularly one
emphasizing an historical point of view co published with the london mathematical society members of the lms may order directly from the ams at the ams member price
the lms is registered with the charity commissioners
Pioneers of Representation Theory 2004-07 a collection of the writings by one of the most influential african american theologians
Pragmatic Spirituality 1971 representation theory investigates the different ways in which a given algebraic object such as a group or a lie algebra can act on a vector
space besides being a subject of great intrinsic beauty the theory enjoys the additional benefit of having applications in myriad contexts outside pure mathematics including
quantum field theory and the study of molecules in chemistry adopting a panoramic viewpoint this book offers an introduction to four different flavors of representation
theory representations of algebras groups lie algebras and hopf algebras a separate part of the book is devoted to each of these areas and they are all treated in sufficient
depth to enable and hopefully entice the reader to pursue research in representation theory the book is intended as a textbook for a course on representation theory which
could immediately follow the standard graduate abstract algebra course and for subsequent more advanced reading courses therefore more than 350 exercises at various
levels of difficulty are included the broad range of topics covered will also make the text a valuable reference for researchers in algebra and related areas and a source for
graduate and postgraduate students wishing to learn more about representation theory by self study
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 2018 the book attempts to point out the interconnections between number theory and algebra with a view to making a student
understand certain basic concepts in the two areas forming the subject matter of the book
A Tour of Representation Theory 2019-03-19 environment and society in the long late antiquity brings together scientific archaeological and historical evidence on the
interplay of social change and environmental phenomena at the end of antiquity and the dawn of the middle ages ca 300 800 ad
Certain Number-Theoretic Episodes In Algebra, Second Edition 2019-01-04 with the increasing loss of biological diversity in this sixth age of mass extinction it is
timely to show that devolutionary paranoia is not new but rather stretches back to the time of charles darwin it is also an opportune moment to show how human driven
extinction as designated by the term anthropocene has long been acknowledged the halcyon days of european industrial progress colonial expansion and scientific
revolution trumpeted from the great exhibition of 1851 until the dresden international hygiene exhibition of 1930 were constantly marred by fears of rampant degeneration
depopulation national decline environmental devastation and racial extinction this is demonstrated by the discourses of catastrophism charted in this book that percolated



across europe in response to the theories of darwin and jean baptiste lamarck as well as marcellin berthelot camille flammarion ernst haeckel louis landouzy félix le dantec
cesare lombroso thomas huxley bénédite augustin morel louis pasteur Élisée reclus rudolf steiner and wilhelm wundt among others this book presents pioneering
explorations of the interrelationship between these discourses and modern visual cultures and the ways in which the picturing of evolution and extinction by artists as
diverse as roger broders albert besnard fernand cormon hélène dufau Émile gallé františek kupka pablo picasso carles mani y roig sophie taeuber and vasilii vatagin
betrayed anxieties subliminally festering over degeneration alongside latent hopes of regeneration following darwin s concept of evolution as janus faced the dialectical
interplay of evolution and extinction and degeneration and regeneration is explored in modern visual cultures in australia america britain france germany russia spain and
switzerland at significant spatio temporal junctures between 1860 and 1930 by unravelling the picturing of the dread of alcoholism cholera dysentery tuberculosis typhoid
and rabies alongside phobias of animalism criminality hysteria impotency and ecological disaster each chapter makes an original contribution to this new field of scholarship
by locating these discourses and visual cultures within the golden age of neo lamarckism they also reveal how regeneration was pictured as the janus face of degeneration
able to facilitate evolution through the inheritance of beneficial characteristics in propitious environments in striking such an uplifting note amidst the dissonant cacophony
of catastrophism this book reveals why the art and science of transformism proved so appealing in france as elsewhere and why visual cultures of regeneration became as
dominant in the twentieth century as the picturing of degeneration had been in the nineteenth century it also illuminates the paradoxical inversion that occurred in the
twentieth century when devolution became equivalent to evolution for many modernists hence whilst this book opens with the picturing of indigenous people in australia
and north america as doomed races by the first publication of darwin s on the origin of species it closes with the quest by 1930 for a regenerative suntan as dark as the skin
of those indigenous people
Environment and Society in the Long Late Antiquity 2015-10-05 the last several decades have seen a dramatic increase in interest in the roman period on the island of crete
ongoing and some long standing excavations and investigations of roman sites and buildings intensive archaeological survey of roman areas and intensive research on
artifacts history and inscriptions of the island now provide abundant data for assessing crete alongside other roman provinces new research has also meant a reevaluation of
old data in light of new discoveries and the history and archaeology of crete is now being rewritten the breadth of topics addressed by the papers in this volume is an
indication of crete s vast archaeological potential for contributing to current academic issues such as romanization acculturation climate and landscape studies regional
production and distribution iconographic trends domestic housing economy and trade and the transition to the late antique era these papers confirm crete s place as a fully
realized participant in the roman world over the course of many centuries but also position it as a newly discovered source of academic inquiry
Picturing Evolution and Extinction 1986 this book describes the schur complement as a rich and basic tool in mathematical research and applications and discusses
many significant results that illustrate its power and fertility coverage includes historical development basic properties eigenvalue and singular value inequalities matrix
inequalities in both finite and infinite dimensional settings closure properties and applications in statistics probability and numerical analysis
Recent Developments Regarding the Tax-exempt Status of Certain Private Schools 2016-05-31 providing the first comprehensive account of the widely unknown
cooperation and friendship between emmy noether and helmut hasse this book contains english translations of all available letters which were exchanged between them in
the years 1925 1935 it features a special chapter on class field theory a subject which was completely renewed in those years noether and hasse being among its main
proponents these historical items give evidence that emmy noether s impact on the development of mathematics is not confined to abstract algebra but also extends to
important ideas in modern class field theory as part of algebraic number theory in her letters details of proofs appear alongside conjectures and speculations offering a rich
source for those who are interested in the rise and development of mathematical notions and ideas the letters are supplemented by extensive comments helping the reader
to understand their content within the mathematical environment of the 1920s and 1930s
Roman Crete: New Perspectives 2006-03-30 not so long ago it seemed the intellectual positions on globalization were clear with advocates and opponents making their
respective cases in decidedly contrasting terms recently however the fronts have shifted dramatically the aim of this publication is to contribute philosophical depth to the
debates on globalization conducted within various academic fields principally by working out its normative dimensions the interdisciplinary nature of this book s contributors
also serves to scientifically ground the ethical philosophical discourse on global responsibility though by no means exhaustive the expansive scope of the works herein
encompasses such other topics as the altering consciousness of space and time and the phenomenon of globalization as a discourse as an ideology and as a symbolic form
The Schur Complement and Its Applications 2023-01-25 reprint of the original first published in 1882
The Hasse - Noether Correspondence 1925 -1935 1993 comprehensive toxicology third edition fifteen volume set discusses chemical effects on biological systems with a
focus on understanding the mechanisms by which chemicals induce adverse health effects organized by organ system this comprehensive reference work addresses the
toxicological effects of chemicals on the immune system the hematopoietic system cardiovascular system respiratory system hepatic toxicology renal toxicology
gastrointestinal toxicology reproductive and endocrine toxicology neuro and behavioral toxicology developmental toxicology and carcinogenesis also including critical
sections that cover the general principles of toxicology cellular and molecular toxicology biotransformation and toxicology testing and evaluation each section is examined in



state of the art chapters written by domain experts providing key information to support the investigations of researchers across the medical veterinary food environment
and chemical research industries and national and international regulatory agencies thoroughly revised and expanded to 15 volumes that include the latest advances in
research and uniquely organized by organ system for ease of reference and diagnosis this new edition is an essential reference for researchers of toxicology organized to
cover both the fundamental principles of toxicology and unique aspects of major organ systems thoroughly revised to include the latest advances in the toxicological effects
of chemicals on the immune system features additional coverage throughout and a new volume on toxicology of the hematopoietic system presents in depth comprehensive
coverage from an international author base of domain experts
Ethnic and Non-Protestant Themes 2018-06-11 demonstrates how us foreign policy has been embedded in social economic and cultural factors of domestic and foreign
origin it argues that the campaign to realize full civil rights for racial and ethnic minorities in the us is best understood in the context of competitive international relations
Philosophy of Globalization 2024-05-01 this book considers tourism to memorial sites from a visitor s point of view challenging established theories in tourism and memory
studies by critically appraising germany s often celebrated memory culture based on visitor observations and exit interviews this book examines how domestic and
international visitors negotiate their visits to the concentration camp memorials ravensbrück and flossenbürg the house of the wannsee conference and the former stasi
prison bautzen ii it argues that memorial sites are melting pots where family national and global narratives meet for german visitors the visit to memorial sites is a
confrontation with germany s responsibility for the two dictatorships while for international visitors it can be a form of seeing is believing ultimately it is the immediacy of the
space that is the most important part of the visit rooted in an interdisciplinary approach this book will be of interest to academics and students in german studies tourism
and heritage studies museum studies public history and memory studies
Report on the Injurious and Other Insects of the State of New York for the Year 1894 (From the Forty-eighth Report on the New York State Museum) 2017-12-01 the toxic
museum examines the use of pesticides in german museum collections at the end of the 19th and early 20th centuries it reconstructs the research of substances against
harmful insects in museum collections within the historical context of the formation of nation states colonialism a strengthening chemical industry the first world war and the
resulting broad based hygiene movement through the lens of the ethnologisches museum ethnological museum in berlin because of their persistence the consequences of
the use of pesticides in museum collections are now unmistakable and well documented in many places numerous objects are highly contaminated and are only accessible
under difficult conditions regarding occupational health and safety this creates obstacles for conservation and scientific processing as well as for mediation in the context of
exhibitions and external loans the most precarious and difficult situations arise when contaminated museum objects are repatriated to their countries of origin this
monograph examines contemporary challenges in the 21st century museum landscape and contextualises the history of pesticide use at the turn of the 20th century the
toxic museum will be of great interest to students and scholars working in conservation museology monument preservation art and cultural studies ethnology history and
economics
Comprehensive Toxicology 2003 from the walls of troy to the sands of iraq humans have devoted staggering resources to the art and science of war yet while military
history has long studied the economics of conflict until now there have been few attempts to apply the principles of economics to military history in castles battles and
bombs jurgen brauer and hubert van tuyll reconsider key episodes of military history from the point of view of economics with dramatically insightful results for example
when looked at as a question of sheer cost the building of castles in the middle ages seems almost inevitable thoug
Window on Freedom 2021-11-23 in this pioneering work sixteen historians analyse individual films for deeper insight into us institutions values and lifestyles linking all of the
essays is the belief that film holds much of value for the historian seeking to understand and interpret american history and culture this title will be equally valuable for
students and scholars in history using film for analysis as well as film students and scholars exploring the way social and historical circumstances are reflected and
represented in film
Tourism and Memory 1975 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of freshwater sponges hydroids polyzoa by nelson annandale digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as
well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
Brauer: Oils, Gouaches, Watercolours, and Etchings 2023-12-29 an introduction to the modern representation theory of big groups exploring its connections to probability
and algebraic combinatorics
The Toxic Museum 2008 the american presidency examines the constitutional foundation of the executive office and the social economic political and international forces
that have reshaped it authors sidney m milkis and michael nelson broadly examine the influence of each president focusing on how these leaders have sought to navigate
the complex and ever changing terrain of the executive office and revealing the major developments that launched the modern presidency at the dawn of the twentieth
century by connecting presidential conduct to the defining eras of american history and the larger context of politics and government in the united states this award winning
book offers vital perspective and insight on the limitations and possibilities of presidential power the eighth edition examines recent events and developments including the



latter part of the obama presidency the 2016 election the first twenty months of the trump presidency and updated coverage of issues involving race and the presidency
Castles, Battles, and Bombs 1979 the bible was at the center of jonathan edwards intellectual and ministerial life as an eighteenth century theologian pastor the
scriptures were the focus of his work and the perspective through which he viewed his world edwards had a particular interest in the interpretation of the apocalypse
devoting a notebook to the collection of observations and thoughts from his reading and reflection this book examines edwards interpretation of revelation 4 8 as seen in his
working notebooks and theological treatises and sermons and then compares his views with some of his major contemporary biblical interpreters edwards employs a
typological hermeneutical method arguing that typology is the language god uses to communicate and this language can be learned both from explicit typology in scripture
as well as from the biblical author s implicit use of types in the application of this typological hermeneutics edwards not only interprets all of scripture christologically but
also views the natural world and secular history as types of christ
Systematics of the Nearctic Ptilodexia Brauer and Bergenstamm (Diptera: Tachinidae) 2016-10-06 this book provides an exciting history of the discovery of ramsey theory
and contains new research along with rare photographs of the mathematicians who developed this theory including paul erdös b l van der waerden and henry baudet
American History/American Film 2022-07-31 this book contributes to important questions in modern representation theory of finite groups it introduces and develops the
abstract setting of the frobenius categories and gives the application of the abstract setting to the blocks
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Representations of the Infinite Symmetric Group 2019-02-12
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